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RID THE COMMUNITY'«fe!
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OF NARCOTICS!Every one of the youngsters marching to 

the tragic tune of narcotics is a tragedy... for 

himself.... for his family.. .for the community.

Can you say with assurance that 
yours is not one of these marching?
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" IT’S JUST
THE BEGINNING ” m im iPLMiaoiiDsg

The oneness of mankind? Impossible! This seems 
to be the cry of a disillusioned world. If the film 

It’s Just the Beginning”, is any indication, the 
impossible is happening! Peoples of diverse origins; 
racial, religious, economic, etc., in a spirit of unity 
and harmony reflected a mature and responsible 
attitude toward the challenging problems of 
materialistic age. It seems evident throughout this 
film tit at the world is faced with spiritual problems 
whose answers can only be spiritual!

This age has produced space probes in order to 
find the hidden mysteries in the universe, but has 
yet to probe or understand the inner universe of 
man’s potential as an individual and as a member of 
a worldwide society. They demonstrated that 
as a responsible world citizen, can reflect the qualities 
and attributes that he expects from his society. If 
he desires a just, peaceful and responsible society, 
he too must be just, peaceful and responsible.

This film was shown by the Baha’is of Fredericton 
in the Tartan Room at the old Student centre on the 
27th. Questions and discussions followed. For fur
ther information, write to Box 443, care of Baha’i. 
It’s just a beginning...

By KATHY LEWIS

For those of us who grow suddenly and violently 
ill at the prospect of another year of Friday and 
Saturday night Beer Gardens and the dubious cultural 
stimulation of nocturnal SUB’ing, the tidings that The 
Playhouse is finally renovated and 
operation is a breath of fresh air.

Enthusiastic student reaction to this milestone 
evidenced Friday evening by the overwhelming 
cess of “Buck Night”, which saw a full house (over 
three-quarters of the audience students) rolling in the 
newly-carpeted aisles at a return engagement of The 
Secretary Bird. Playhouse director, Walter Learning 
was so pleased with the results of this special night 
for students that he assures us “Buck Night” will 
become a recognized institution in the future of TNB.

Unfortunately, there is qo fall ^series in the offing 
for TNB and details of'the *73 season will not be 
available unjil later this week when news of the allot
ment of Canada CÔurfcil Awards becomes known.

However, TNB will commence its ‘73 series early in 
the new year, with vague rumours of a special 
Christmas show. Series tickets go on sale in the first 
week of November — appropriately reduced rates for 
students understood.

Particulars of the ‘73 season will be published 
in the Brunswickan as they become available, but 
anyone who would like to have a TNB brochure 
sent to him personally is invited to write to: The 
Box Office, The Playhouse, P. 0. Box 566, Frederic
ton, N. B.

In the meantime, as for this term, The Playhouse 
is presenting several special concerts featuring Les 
Feux Follets, A Breath of Scotland, the Irish Rovers 
and many other exciting performers.

So why not allow a little unadulterated light into 
your life? Visit The Playhouse - the cultural hub of 
Fredericton, of New Brunswick and perhaps 
01 ....well, of Fredericton anyways. You may even 
get to like it better than Olands for a change.
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